Introduction. The main problem we shall consider concerns the various kinds of homological dimension that can be attached to a ring or to a pair consisting of a ring and a subring. We begin by investigating the functorial behavior of the relative Tor and Ext functors for pairs of rings R=> S under a ring epimorphism R->R/7. §1 contains a general result describing this behavior.
Introduction. The main problem we shall consider concerns the various kinds of homological dimension that can be attached to a ring or to a pair consisting of a ring and a subring. We begin by investigating the functorial behavior of the relative Tor and Ext functors for pairs of rings R=> S under a ring epimorphism R->R/7. §1 contains a general result describing this behavior.
In §2, this is applied to the case where R is the ordinary universal enveloping algebra of a restricted Lie algebra and R/I is the restricted universal enveloping algebra of that Lie algebra. We thus obtain an identification of the Tor and Ext functors of the restricted universal enveloping algebra with the relative Tor and Ext functors for the pair (R,S), where S is a subalgebra of R defined from the p-map of the restricted Lie algebra.
The main purpose of §3 is to prove a theorem on the coincidence ofthe several kinds of homological dimension for a restricted Lie algebra, which is precisely analogous to the well-known result of this type for ordinary Lie algebras. The proof is obtained from an appropriate adaptation of the requisite mapping theorem of Cartan-Eilenberg.
§4 gives an application of the general technique to the partial determination of the global homological dimension of certain factor algebras of the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra, corresponding to a special subclass of the representations of the Lie algebra. These particular factor algebras of the universal enveloping algebra are of special interest, because as was shown by Sridharan in his Columbia thesis, they are precisely those algebras which possess a filtration such that the associated graded algebra is an ordinary polynomial algebra.
In §5, we show that the global homological dimension ofthe restricted universal enveloping algebra of a restricted Lie algebra is always either 0 or infinite. For a solvable restricted Lie algebra, we show that this global dimension is infinite if and only if the p-map has a nontrivial kernel.
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1. Isomorphism of the relative Ext and Tor functors induced by a ring epimorphism. All the rings and subrings we consider are assumed to contain an identity element 1, and all the modules we consider are assumed to be "unitary," in the sense that the identity of the operator ring acts as the identity operator.
Let £ be a ring with an identity element 1, and S a subring of R containing 1. An £-module will be regarded also as an S-module, in the natural way. Let I be a two-sided ideal of R, and write R/I = R' and (S + T)/I = S'. An £'-module will be regarded also as an £-module, in the natural way. Then any (£',S')-projective resolution of a left £'-module A, or any (£',S')-injective resolution of a left £'-module B, can be regarded as a £-complex annihilated by I. Let there is an £-homotopy connecting them, i.e., a sequence of £-homomorphisms h¡: Yt-* Xi+1 such that, if x¡ and y¡ are the maps of the above sequences, s¡ -t¡ = xl + 1 ■hi + ht-t-yt for all i (where h_y =0).
Hence we can proceed exactly as in the usual theory of TorR and get the following fact. Let A be a right £'-module, and let £ be a left £-module. Then B/I-B is a left £'-module. The canonical map £-+£//■£ induces the natural homomorphism Tor(R'S)04,£) -Tor(R,S)04,£/J-£).
The above map of the resolution of A gives the canonical homomorphism
which is independent of the choice of the resolutions. Similarly, if A is a right £-module and £ is a left £'-module we have a canonical homomorphism Tor(Ä'S)04,£) -> Tor(Ä's,) (^/^l-/,£). Now let A be a left R'-module, and let B be a left R-module. Let B1 be the submodule of B consisting of all elements annihilated by I. Then we find as above that maps of (R,S)-projective resolutions of A into (R',S')-projective resolutions of A and the injection map B '-> B induce a unique canonical homomorphism Ext(R,>y)(A,B') -> Ext(R)S)04,£).
Dually, we observe that the (R',S')-injective resolutions of A can be mapped into the (R,S)-injective resolutions of A, whence we obtain a unique canonical homomorphism^\ R,^(B/I-B,A) -+ Ext(R;S)(£"4).
We shall see that, under certain conditions, these homomorphisms are actually isomorphisms.
Lemma 1.1. Suppose that I = R(lriS), and let A be a left R'-module. Since X¡ is (R',S')-projective, X¡ is R'-isomorphic with a direct R'-module summand of R'®s-Xf. Hence X¡, as an R-module, is isomorphic with a direct R-module summand of R'®S.X¡. We have the following exact sequence of R-module homomorphism:
K&sXi -> R®S.X¡ -► R'®s.Xi -► 0.
Since I = R(I O S), the first map is the 0-map. Hence R' ®s. X¡ is isomorphic, as an R-module, with R®SX¡. Hence it is (R,S)-projective, whence also X¡ is (R,S)-projective. Thus X is also an (R,S)-projective resolution of A. Now let
be an (R',S')-injective resolution of A. As before, we see that this is an (R,S)-exact sequence of R-module homomorphisms. Since Y¡ is (R',S')-injective, it may be identified with a direct R'-module summand of Homs(R',Y¡). We have the following exact sequence of R-module homomorphisms.
Since I = il dS)R, the last map is the 0-map. Hence Homs-(£', Y¡) is isomorphic as an £-module with Homs(£,y¡), and is therefore (£,S)-injective. Hence Yf is also (£,S)-injective, so that the sequence Y is an (£,S)-injective resolution of A. Let->Xy -*X0 -*A-* 0 be an (£',S')-projective resolution of A. Then ExtlR.,s.)(A,B') = HiHomR,iX,B')).
Now
HomRiX ¡,B) = Homn^.B') = Hom-j-C^ß').
Hence
ExV-.s^B') = HiUomRiX,B)).
Since X is an (£,S)-projective resolution of A, this identifies Ext(JrjS)iA,B') with Ext(RtS)iA,B). If IB = 0 and / = (7 n S) ■ R, then an (£', S')-injective resolution of £ is also an (£,S)-injective resolution, by Lemma 1.1. 2. Restricted Lie algebras. Let L be a restricted Lie algebra over a field F of characteristic p # 0. Let R be the ordinary universal enveloping algebra of L, and let R' be the restricted universal enveloping algebra of L. Let xlpl be the image under the p-map of an element x of L, and let S be the subalgebra of R that is generated by the elements xp -xlp\ with xeL, and the elements of F. Let I be the two-sided ideal of R generated by the elements xp-xCp], with xeL. Then R' = R/I, S' = iS + T)/I = F and RiSnl) = I = (S C\I)-R. Hence we can apply Proposition 1.1. We obtain the following result. 3. The enveloping algebra in relative homology. If £ and £' are rings with a homomorphism £ of £ into £' then any £'-module can be regarded as an £-module via the homomorphism £. We denote this £-module by AE or EA according to whether A is a right £'-module or a left £'-module.
Lemma 3.1. Let R and R' be rings with a homomorphism E of R into £', and let S and S' be subrings of R and £' respectively such that E(S) cS'. Thenjor any left (R,S)-projective module A, (R')E ®RA is an (£', S')-projective module.
Proof. Since A is (£, S)-projective, it is a direct £-module summand of R®SA. Hence (R')E®RA is a direct £ '-module summand of (R')E®R(R®SA).
But this is isomorphic with iR')E®sA = R'®S'iS')E®sA.
Hence it is (R',S')-projective. Hence (R')E®j,,4 is (R',S')-projective. Now let R be an algebra over a commutative ring F containing 1, and let S be a subalgebra of R containing 1. Assume that R and S are F-projective. Let R* be the opposite ring of R and write Re = R ®FR*. Then R" is the enveloping algebra of R in the sense of [1, p. 167] . Since R and S* (or R* and S) are F-projective, we may identify Se with its canonical image in Re.
Let £ be an algebra homomorphism of R into Re such that EiS) a S®FS*, Let jt be an S-homotopy of the resolution X. We define an endomorphism n' of R®FX such that, with reR and xe X, n'(r®x) = r®n(x). We show that %' is an Se-homomorphism.
Note that when (Re)E®RX is identified with R®FX, and Se with S®FE(S), the Se-module structure takes the following form: Hence it is clear that tt' is an Se homomorphism and thus an Se-homotopy, of the complex (Re)E®RX. Thus we conclude that (Re)E®RX is an (£e,Sc')-projective resolution of A. Hence it is clear from the definition of the canonical homomorphisms in question that under the present assumptions, they are isomorphisms. As a particular case where Proposition 3.1 can be applied, consider a restricted Lie algebra L of finite dimension over a field £ of characteristic 0 ^ p. Let £ be the ordinary universal enveloping algebra of L. Denote the p-map in L by x -> xtp]. Let S be the subalgebra of £ that is generated by the elements x" -xCp] with x e L, and the elements of F. Let u -» u* be the anti-isomorphism of £ onto its opposite algebra £*. Let £ be the algebra homomorphism from £ to Re that is characterized by: £(x) = x® 1 -l®x*, for all xeL. Then all the condi- Moreover
where we take L* as a restricted Lie algebra with the p-map given by x*tPl = xIpV Hence EiS)czS®S*. Consider the natural F-linear map
Note that R* is the ordinary universal enveloping algebra of L*. Hence Re is the ordinary universal enveloping algebra of L+ L*, and £(R) may be identified with the ordinary universal enveloping algebra of £(L). Let ixx,---,x") be an F-basis of L. Then ixx,---,xn,Eixx),---,Eixn)) is a basis for L+ £(L) = L+ L*. Writing the elements of Re as F-linear combinations of ordered monomials in these basis elements, we see (using the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem) that our homomorphism Ix ®ReE is an F-linear isomorphism. Since S lies in the center of R, it is now clear that the conditions of Proposition 3.1 are satisfied.
Hence we obtain the following result immediately from Proposition 3.1.
Theorem 3.1. Let R be the ordinary universal enveloping algebra of a restricted Lie algebra L of finite dimension over a field F of characteristic p # 0. Let x->x^denote the p-map in L, and let S be the subalgebra of R generated by the elements of the form xp -xipi, with xeL, and the elements of F. Let E be the homomorphism R-*Re defined above. Let B be a right Re-module, A a left R-module and C a left Re-module. Then E induces isomorphisms: £*: Tor (R'S)iBE,A)^ToriR''s'\B,iRe)E®RA), £*: Ext (R,<s4iRe)E®RA,C)^Ext(RiS)iA,EC). Now let I be the ideal of R generated by the elements xp -xtP], with xeL. Let R' = R/I be the restricted universal enveloping algebra of L. Since £(F)c/®R* + R®/*, £ induces a homomorphism £' from R' to (R')e.
We have S' = S + I/I = F and £'(F) = F. Let Ix be the homomorphism of R'
[May into (£')e such that f1(r) = /"®l. As before, using Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem for £', we see that the map Ii®(R').E' :R'®FR' -+iR')e is an isomorphism. Using Proposition 3.1, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 3.2. Let L be a restricted Lie algebra of finite dimension over a field F of characteristic p¥=0. Let £' be the restricted universal enveloping algebra of L, and let £' be the homomorphism £'-»(£')e defined above. Let B be a right iR')e-module, A a left R'-module and C a leftiR')e-module. Then We wish to determine the (£')e-module structure induced on £' by this identification. Identify L with its canonical image in £', and let r-»r* be the antiisomorphism £'->(£')*. Let xeLand reR'. Then r is the natural image of (r®l)®l in (£')|, ®R,F.
(x®l)(r®l)®l = (xr®l)®l, and the natural image of this in £' is xr. On the other hand,
The natural image of this is in £' is rx. Hence it is clear that the (£')"-moduIe structure induced on £' is the usual one, where (ry®r*)-r = rxrr2.
Thus we have for all left R'-modules B and C. Hence gl.dimR'^dim^^R').
With the above, this gives the conclusion of the corollary.
4. An application of relative homological algebra to Lie algebras. Let R be an algebra over a commutative ring F. Let R* be the opposite algebra of R. Let r-*r* be the anti-isomorphism of R onto R*. Suppose we are given a homomorphism D:R -» R ®F R and an F-algebra anti-endomorphism \¡/ of R. Let co be the homomorphism of R into R* defined by co(r) = \¡/(r)*. Let U and V be left R-modules. Then U ®FV is a left R ®FR-module, and HomF(U, V) is a left R ®F R*-module, in the natural fashion. Hence (r-h)*(b®a) = (r-h*)(b®a), whence (r-h)* = r-h*, showing that our isomorphism is an £-module isomorphism. Now assume that the F-algebra £ is supplemented by an F-algebra epimorphism e:£-+£ with kernel /. Let J be the kernel of the canonical map £®F£*->£, sending r®s* onto rs. Assume that J = (£®F£*)(£® co)D(I). Let U and V be left £-modules, and consider the left £-module UomF(U, V) as defined above, using (£®co)D:£-»£®F£*.
We claim that HomR(t/, V) is the F-submodule of HomF(U, V) consisting of all elements annihilated by I. Clearly, HomR(U, V) consists precisely of all the elements of HomF((7, V) that are annihilated by J, under the natural £ ® £*-module structure of HomF(f./, F) (note that J is the left ideal of £®F£* that is generated by the elements of the form r® 1 -1 ® r*). Since (R ® co)D(I) c J, it follows that every element of HomR(U, V) is annihilated by I, under our £-module structure of HomF(C/,F). Conversely, suppose that /ieHomF(L/,F) and is an- Proof. There is a homomorphism D of £ into £®F£ that is characterized by x->x®l + l®x, for xeL. There is also an anti-automorphism \¡i of £ characterized by ij/(x)= -x, for xeL. These maps satisfy all the assumptions we made above. Also, if S is the subalgebra of £ generated by the elements of £ and the element z Theorem 4.1. Let L be a Lie algebra of finite dimension over a field F, and let P be an ideal of L. Let t, be a nontrivial 1-dimensional representation of P (i.e., a nonzero Lie algebra homomorphism P-*F) such that Ç([L,P]) = (0), and let M be the two-sided ideal of the universal enveloping algebra R of L that is generated by the elements x -£(x) with xeP. Then
Proof. Let Tbe the kernel ofthe representation £. Then P/T is one-dimensional. Let x1;---,xr be a basis of P suchthat x2,---,xr is a basis of T. By assumption, \T,L~\ a [P,L\ c T, so that T is an ideal of L. Hence the universal enveloping algebra R of L/T is isomorphic with R/Q, where Q is the ideal of R generated by the elements of T. Clearly, M is the ideal of R generated by the elements xx -C(x1),x2,--,xr.
Hence M/Q can be identified with the ideal M of R generated by xx -Ç(xx), regarding xx as an element of L/T. Therefore Proof. Immediate from Lemma 5.1.
Lemma 5.2 (Kaplansky).
Let R be a ring with identity element, and let x be a central element of R that is not a unit nor a zero-divisor. Let I be the twosided ideal generated by x. Then, for any R/I-module A with dimR/I(A) < oo dimR(A) = dimR//(,4) + 1.
For a proof, see Theorem 1.3, p. 6, in [6] . Proof. Since Lis solvable, there is a basis ixx,---,x") of Lsuch that, for all i and j with i <j, [x¡,xJ] is an F-linear combination of the x^'s with k <j. For each i, let L¡ denote the smallest restricted Lie subalgebra of L containing x¡. Let R¡ denote the restricted universal enveloping algebra of L¡. We identify R,'with its canonical image in the restricted universal enveloping algebra R' of L.
Let Ii = LiR'i. Consider the left R'-module Vt = R'Ix + ■■■+R'Ii of R'. We claim that F¡R,'+i c V¡. In order to prove this, it suffices to show that, for all k = i, xkxi + xeV¡. But this is clear, because xkxi+x =\_xk,xi+x] + xi+xxk, and [Xfc,xi + 1] is a linear combination of xe's with e 5Í /'. We shall show that for each i, R'/V¡ is R'-projective. Note that L¡ is abelian and that the p-map annihilates no nonzero element of L¡. Hence L¡ is spanned over F by L¡p\ From this, it is easily seen that R[ is semisimple as an F-algebra (cf.
[3]). In particular, F is projective as an R/-module. Now R'/V\xR'®Ri, F, and, since F is R¡-projective, this shows that R'/Vx is R'-projective. Generally R'/Vi+X x (R'/V¡) ®R..+ 1F. Hence we see successively, by repeating the argument just made, that each R'/V¡ is R'-projective. Since R'/Vnx F, we conclude that F is R'-projective. Now, by Corollary 3.1, gl.dim(R') = dimA-(F) = 0.
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2.
It is shown by the author that the solvability in Theorem 5.2 can be removed by assuming F is a perfect field (to appear in Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society).
